Uniform Radioactive Waste Acceptance
Supplement Instructions
Introduction
This guidance document was prepared to assist in completing US Ecology’s Uniform Radioactive Waste
Acceptance Supplement. The Waste/Material Profile Form (WMPF) and Supplement provide the necessary
information to safely and compliantly manage our customer’s waste/material. Completing all documents thoroughly
aids in expediting the approval process. Current copies of the WMPF and supplements are available on US
Ecology’s website (www.usecology.com).
For specific waste/material acceptance questions and/or instructions for US Ecology facilities outside of the United
States, please contact our customer service team at 800-592-5489.

Generator Information
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This information should be representative of where the waste/material originated and
should match section A of the WMPF.

Radioactive Material Description & Site Waste Acceptance Capabilities



This section requires specific radiological information obtained from sampling and analysis or site
process knowledge that is sufficient to fill in the required information.
Footnotes are provided in the supplement to assist in completing this section.

Certification Statement
Certification



Complete the Name, Signature, Title, Company and Date certification.

NCR or Agreement State Exemptions (page 2)




Many radiological items (i.e. smoke detectors) are specifically exempted by rule or regulation. If material
consists of any type of exempt item(s), please fill in this section.
For profiles that contain a large inventory, please attach a copy of the inventory as directed. The attached
inventory must contain the same information that is requested on the supplement form.
Links can be found in the upper right hand corner of the form to assist in determining the appropriate
exemptions based on each US Ecology location. Cite the exemption specific for the facility and material
going for disposal.

*Particle Accelerator Produced Radioactive Material (page 3-USEI Only)




Accelerator produced material is only accepted at the US Ecology Idaho facility.
Dose rates must not exceed 10mR/hr at any point on the package surface.
Provide radionuclide and concentration information on the form.

*Materials Specifically Exempted by the NRC or NRC Agreement
Statement (page 3-USEI Only)
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This section is specific to waste going to US Ecology Idaho.
The questions in this section must be answered either “Yes” or “No”.
 Subsections pertaining to byproduct material and source material need to be filled
out, as applicable.

*Note: Page 3 is only to be filled out if the material is going to US Ecology Idaho and is applicable to the material
destined for disposal.

Disclaimer
This information was prepared by US Ecology Corporation. It is not legal advice, and may not be current. USE is
not a law firm, nor does it provide legal advice on specific State and Federal regulatory interpretations. Therefore,
this information does not create, expressly or impliedly, an attorney-client relationship. This information is not a
substitute for legal advice from an attorney licensed in the reader’s state or country. US Ecology is not responsible
for actions taken or not taken as a result of this information, nor for any errors or omissions it may contain.
Hazardous waste regulations are lengthy and complex, and this guidance is not intended to define all hazardous
waste generator and disposal scenarios. For further guidance, please use the following link to access the Code of
Federal Regulations: http://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/ECFR?page=browse
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